Blue
Limestone

What to expect
with marble
Will the product I receive be identical to the image shown ?
No, marble is a naturally formed material and due to this no two pieces will ever be identical. Marble is formed within the Earth’s surface over millions of years. Colours, shades, hues, patterning, pitting, surface deviations and veining are all natural characteristics which vary with every piece so please consider this when looking
at the representative images.

If I order two of the same item, can I expect them to be the same ?
No, as above bearing in mind marble is a natural product, no piece will ever be the same. Please also consider products can be cut from different blocks which would result in shade and
colour variations.

If marble breaks or chips can it be repaired ?
With large cracks in the main body of the item which effect its durability, the only long term solution is to replace the marble. There are independent specialists who
can restore marks and damages back to almost its original appearance, but if you have a variety with deep veining, the damage may not even be noticeable.

If I stain the marble can it be corrected ?
The only way to remove deep-set stains is to have the marble professionally re-ground and polished, however one of the advantages of the material is that this kind
of work can be done in situ by an independent specialist.

How practical is marble ?
When used in a bathroom space, marble is easily maintained. Advances in sealant development now means manufacturers can offer long term guarantees against
staining with the use of their product. Many sealant manufacturers recommend resealing your surfaces once a year. Our marble pieces arrive with you sealed, however to ensure longevity we would recommend investing in resealing as per the sealant manufacturer’s guidance.

How should I care for my marble ?

Avoid using products that contain harming chemicals. Instead, use a mild diluted cleaner on a cloth (avoid spraying the marble piece directly), or use the product
recommended by the installer. Acidic substances such as toothpastes and beauty products can be troublesome. If you happen to spill something that contains acid,
make it your best effort to clean as soon as possible, or you may risk leaving deep stains and ring marks.

Variation

Silk finish

Organicnature

Crystal formation
Due to the natural
formation of
marble, difference
in shades, veining,
markings and
texture are all
elements to be
welcomed as inherent individual
characteristics.
Marble benefits
from each piece
being delightfully
unique.

Extraordinary
organic aspects to
enjoy are moments
of crystallisation,
diversity of hues
and colour as it
moves through the
slab, fine flowing
hairlines, pitted
deviations and
fissures amongst
intensity of
marbling. All
authentic gains of
individuality.

Pitted

Luminous

Swathes of buff sand
hues sweep through
the body of Blue
Limestone. Extracted from China, this
elegant, restrained
beauty delivers quiet, understated visual impact. Deceptively blue by name, this
material’s dense
black surface reveals
an eternal blanket of
delicate grains.
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